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Collect 111 Pints Monday;
Blood Gifts End Today
One hundred and eleven pints
were collected Monday in the Campus Blood Drive, 89 pints short of
the goal. The Red Cross mobile
unit will be at the Jewish Community Center until 4:45 p.. m. to
complete the donations.
Richard Weber, director of the
drive, urged those who did not
pledge to go to the center today
before closing time. Those under 2!
should have a parental permission
slip. He said that since only 216
pledges were colected as of midnight Monday, total donations from
students are expected to fall fa*
short of the 200 pint quota. The
committee asked for 300 pledges.
Townspeople are being asked to
help make up the difference.
While the male side of campus
has equalled its 120 pledge call the
women fell behind, pledging only
71 toward a quota of 150. Twentyfour persons other than students
signed pledges. The breakdown of
pledges by dorms is as follows:

Bardwell
John Bertram
Rand
North
Middle
Cheney
South
Roger Williams
Mitchell

30
22
19
18
13
11
12
10
8

Hacker
Town women
Town men ....
Chase
West Parker
Wilson
Whittier
Milliken
Frye

7
7
7
5
5
4
3
3
3

spring, when

the quota was

Quartet Concert
Initial Offering
In Chase Series

100 appearances.
The four
women
have been frequent performers as
the Kneisel unit at New York
City's
Town
Hall.
Marianne
Kneisel. who herself plays first
violin, is director of the Kneisel
Hall, Blue Hill. Maine, where she
presents concerts during July and
August and also conducts ensemble classes.

PHOTO BY BARLOW

RED CROSS workers take blood from John MacDuffie.

Shoeless Haze Day For
Freshmen Looms Monday
Any freshman venturing to appear on the Bates campus next
Monday may suddenly be commanded to make the change from a
man to a bobcat. This is one of
the several Haze Day rules as set
forth by the Student Council.
The rules, which mark the end
of the freshman hazing period, will
be in force from 7:40 a. m. until
6:30 p. m. The costume for the
day is to include:
1) a skirt,
2) no shoes (in case of rain rubbers may be worn over bare
feet),
3) a beanie on a wire support so
that it is at least one foot
above the head, and
4) a gym T shirt worn backwards.
The following rules must also be
observed in addition to the required dress.

Coed Dining System Dependent
On Sunday Family Style Rule

In addition, Sampsonville famiThe Marianne Kneisel String
lies gave 15, and faculty and adQuartet will give a concert at the
ministration 9.
Bates College Chapel tomorrow
"The drive is a fine example of evening at 8 p. m. The concert is
how people can work together for the first in this year's George
an important cause," said Weber. Colby Chase lecture and concert
He expressed appreciation to the series at the College.
Jewish Community Center, which
The Kneisel Quartet concert is
provided refreshments as well as open to the public, tickets being
facilities. The staff of the blood sold at the door. Bates students
unit was commended as "very will be admitted free upon presenwarm an.I h>ini;m." Five dealers dotation of their athletic ticket books.
nated ca;s for transportation to
Town Hall Talent
and from the center.
The Kneisel Quartet has toured
This year's total donations wiP
the United States and Mexico,
surpass the total in the drive last with a record of highly received
pints and 120 were collected.

1) The Blue Book must be carried
in a prominent place.
2) When any upperclassman yells
"Bobcat" all frosh within
hearing distance must fall to
all fours and roar like a bobcat.
3) All freshmen must enter chapel
by the door nearest to Parker
Hall (a sign will be posted).
4) Frosh will be permitted on a
designated walk only if accompanied by a coed (one
man to one or more coeds).
That evening, there will be a
men's smoker in Chase Hall. The
affair, which includes free cigarettes and refreshments, is sponsored by Stu-C. Paul Satz has been
placed in charge of the entertainment and is interested in any
available talent, particularly from
the freshman class.

By Subscription

The Quartet is composed of
Marianne Kneisel, violin;
Ann
Gricr, violin: Ruth Helmer, viola:
and Marie Romaet Rosanoff, violincello
Famous Violin
Miss Kneisel will use her
famous Sancy stradivarius for the
Bates
performance.
The
violin
was made in 1713, during the
period often referred to as the
Golden Period of Stradivarius, and
was owned by the French family
of Sancy, from which it derived its
name, in the mid-1800's. Jan Kubelik later made his world wide
success on the instrument. In 1921
the Sancy was brought to this
country by Felix Kahn, a well
known amateur and collector of
rare instruments, and in 1938 it
came
into
the
possession
of
Marianne Kneisel.
The Quartet will present a
varied program including a Haydn
Quartet in C Major, Dvorak's
Quartet in F Major, Milhaud's
Quartet No. 4, and Two Sketches
for String Quartet based on Indian
Themes by Griffes.

A combined meeting this week of dining-room administrators
and members of the coed dining committee to set up a system of
Sunday coed dining hinges on the provision that the meals are
served family style.
to have family style coed dining the
Mr. Ramsey, dining room superviadministration plan will be turned
sor, has agreed to look into the matdown on the basis of its rejection by
ter of family style coed dining. The
the Council. (For further details, see
basic difficulty is that of obtaining
the report of the Stu-C meeting, p. 2.)
enough waitresses to serve in both
The administration plan was predining rooms simultaneously.
sented to the coed dining committee
The administration plan for periodic
last spring, but the final decision to
Sunday coed dining was approved last
accept the plan was not made by the
week by the combined council-governcommittee until last week. The coed
ment coed dining committee. The
dining committee reported that it was
proposed plan under consideration
accepting the administration plan beprovides for four coed dining meals
cause the college offcials have turned
per semester. The coed dining comdown the idea of a full-time coed dinmittee could not accept the plan coming plan.
pletely until it had been ratified by
The coed dining committee is made
both the Student Council and the Stuup of two representatives from each
dent Government.
of the student governments and one
Stu-C Provwion
faculty member. Sy Coopersmith and
Sru-G voted to accept the admin- Richard Prothero are the council
istration plan either cafeteria or fam- representatives, while Marlene Ulmer
ily style. Stu-C, at its last meeting, and Alice Huntington are the reprevoted to accept periodic coed dining sentatives of the women's governonly if it was set up on a family style ment. Dr. Zerby has been acting as a
basis. Therefore, if it is not possible voluntary adviser to the committee.

Chest X-Rays Next Wednesday
Wednesday,
October
22,
is an hour will be scheduled for
scheduled as annual Chest X-Ray Seniors who may wish to have
Day on the Bates Campus. Pro- another check-up before going to
graduate school or into "that job".
fessors Lux and Walmsley from An additional hour will also be
the Departments of Physical Edu- scheduled for Sophomores.
cation will soon" post a schedule.
This program is available to
In general, the program will be
as it was in 1951 with Juniors and
Freshmen and transfers required
to report for an X-Ray. However,

Bates through the courtesy of the
Division of Tuberculosis Control
of the State of Maine Department
of Health and Welfare.

Freshman Brawn

Dean Chapel Speaker
The dean of St. Paul's Cathedra!
in
Boston,
Massachusetts, will
speak at the Chapel Service this
Sunday afternoon at four o'clock.
The
Christian Association is
sponsoring the talk by the Very
Rev. Edwin Van Etten, which
sets precedent of holding chapel on
Sundays. The next such talk will
be in the Spring.
Later an informal coffee and
discussion period will be held in

HELP-DAY:

Piling

logs

during

Frosh

project

story, p. 8.
the Women's Union from 7 to 9
p. m. The association urges that
students come prepared to discuss
problems and to challenge Dean
Van Etten's opinions and views.

Saturday.

See

PHOTO BY CONKLIN

The same
fore Bates
service last
his address
nounced.

speaker appeared bestudents at a chapel
year. The subject of
has not yet been an-
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Hollywood Writer, Agent
Talk To Play Prod Class
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WRITER Michael Blankfort and his agent, Mrs. Blankfort, talking
with, I. to r., Virginia Bailey, Jean LeMire, and Frank Stred.
By Al Hakes
A successful husband-wife team from Hollywood were guest
stars at Miss Schaeffer's play production class last Friday. Screen
writer Michael Blankfort and his wife, writers' agent Dorothy Stiles
Blankfort, a Bates graduate of the class of '31, told the students of
their work in the movie capital and described the trials and tribulations of a script writer's life.
Introduced by Miss Eaton, who
knew Mrs. Blankfort (luring her
student days, Mr. Blankfort took
the floor first. Lamenting; the unsung role of the script writer, he
showed the importance of hiv
work in making Bob Hope funny
and tragedies sad. The writer, h?
contended, is responsible for every
line of dialogue that comes out of
Hollywood, and yet a picture is
known by its stars, its director, its
producer, never by the poor writer
who started the whole thing.
Ideas Needed
Mr. Blankfort reviewed some of
his own work on such well known
pictures as
"Broken
Arrow,"
"Lydia nailey," "Halls of Montezuma," and "My Six Convicts."
In some cases, as in "Lydia
Bailey," the writer is fortunate to
have a novel to rewrite. But at
other times, he must build an entirely new story with good boxoffice appeal around nothing more
than a title or the charms of a particular star, with nothing else to
go on.
All these hazards, plus the inconsistences
of
producers, the

Calendar
Wednesday
Blood Drive, Jewish Community
Center
Vespers, chapel, 9:15-9:45 p. m.
Thursday
Kneisel String Quartet, chapel,
8-9:30 p. m.
Small
Business
Conference,
Chase Hall
Friday
Freshman discussions,
faculty
homes, 8-9:30 p. m.
Sunday
Baldpate Mt. hike, leaving 8:30
a. m.
Dean E. J. van Etten, chapel,
4 p. m.
Reception for Dean van Etten,
6-9 p. m., Women's Union
Monday
Men's smoker, Chase Hall game
room, 7-10 p. m.
Choral Society rehearsal
Tuesday
CA monthly meeting
Small
Business
Conference,
Chase Hall
Wednesday
Chest X-rays, cage, all day.

problem of writing for camera and
sound, all the other aspects of
dramatic writing, and the uncertainty of employment, are likely to
wind up giving the script writer a
huge
inferiority
complex.
Mr.
Blankfort explained that he compensates for his by writing novels,
and was quite happy with this
phase of his work even though, he
claimed, his novels are just as
much overlooked as his scripts.
Occasionally a screen writer
makes a fortune, but most, like
the Blankforts, are not in the
swimming pool set.
Necessary Evil
Mrs. Blankfort took over briefly
to describe her job as a writers"
agent, a "necessary evil" whose
principal task is to keep her husband and his colleagues working.
Her job consists mainly of finding
out about script opportunities before her competitors, and beating
them to the studios to sell the
services of one of the writers under contract to her firm.

Soph Rally Set
Friday In Gym

WVBC Announces
New Monthly Shows
The week of Oct. 20th is a big
week for WVBC with the listing
of several monthly shows.
Finding that the weekly programs required too much preparation, the radio station has scheduled a few of them for only one
week a month in the hope that
better shows can be put on.
Eugene Gilmartin and his musical combo is one of these monthly
shows and the program will make
its first appearance Tuesday evening.
Also scheduled for the 22nd are
David Howie and Walter Stover
doing an informal show of song
ami talk.
On Thursday
evening Janet
Collier will have her Talent Show.
Each month she will feature some
campus talent in addition to her
own song numbers.
Joe
College will
conduct
interviews with faculty members
in a show entitled "Meet the
Boys".
Donald Gochberg will present a
bi-monthly production.
Harry Meline will be back with
his weekly show of piano playing
and record spinning every Mondav
night at 10:30.
Further policy changes will include less record playing, more individual interviews, especially with
faculty members, and more political analysis.

Dance Planned
At Homecoming
One of the outstanding events of
the homecoming weekend will be the
annual Back-to-Bates Dance which
will be held in the Alumni Gym on
Saturday, Nov. 1. "If the Planning
Committee can arrange it will be a
Back-to-Bates Victory Dance," says
alumni secretary George Gamble.
"Close coordination is planned on this
item with Coach Hatch and the Bobcat football squad!"
The 1952 Back-to-Bates Planning
Committee met last Thursday to discuss plans for the alumni homecoming weekend.
Members of the committee this year
include: Nancy Lowd (WAA), Lois
Miller
(Stu-G)
Bruce Chandler
(Stu-C), Fredercik Russell (Outing
Club), and Tony Kugeman (Chase
Hall Committee).
The committee reviewed the program for the entire weekend and
worked out details for the outstanding
events. It is the plan of the Alumni
Association to closely coordinate its
activities with those of students, administration and faculty and thus produce a weekend program which it
hopes will be satisfying and pleasant
for all.

The sophomores are making
plans for the second rally of the
season, this Friday night. Bates
goes into action against Northeastern the next afternon on Garcelon
Field.
Acording to the present plans,
the rally will begin at seven o'clock
in the Gym. A parade will follow
Friday
at 8, weather permitting.
Andrew
Quigley,
Mayor
Although the rest of the plans
CheRea, Mass.
have not yet been completed, the
Monday
rally committee hopes that the enCurrent events program
tire student body will be on hand Wednesday
to cheer the team.
George Matthews, tenor

Chapel Schedule

PRACTICALLY NEW
CLIPPERCRAFT TUX
Double-breasted
Size 36

Price $30
Phone 2-2439

A Students for Stevenson Club
was formed on the Bates campus
last Thursday evening in an organizational meeting.
The members decided to make
the activity of the organization
mainly educational by having one
or possibly t wo meetings with
outstanding Maine Democratic
leaders.
The club also voted to circulate
Stevenson literature on the Bates
campus and help the Lewiston
Democratic Committee by giving
out material at the Lewiston Fair
Grounds on October 19.
Elected as officers for the organization were Stelian Dukakis,
president; Robert Keelan, vicepresident; William Moriarty, treasurer; and John Bondaruk, secretary.
As spokesman for the group
Dukakis said, "We hope as many
students as possible will attend
our meetings regardless of their
political beliefs, for it is by discussion of issues and personalities
that we can better prepare ourselves for citizenship in a political
world."
He asked all interested students
to sign up with John Bondaruk
or any other officers as soon as
possible.

Young GOP's
Elect Officers
Richard Hathaway was elected
president of the Bates Young Republicans at a club meeting last
Thursday.
David Wyllie is the new vicepresident; Donald Weatherbee the
new
treasurer.
The
candidates
were unapposed. This special election was held to replace three officers who did not return.
Over forty persons attended the
meeting. Secretary Lou Winters
presided. Roscoe Fales, Donald
Weatherbee,
David Wylie
and
John
Barlow spoke briefly on
various aspects of the work of
the
club.
Thomas
Kugeman
described a recent meeting of the
county group, and Stelian Dukakis urged that those present attend
meetings of the local city councils.
This year there will be an opportunity to do work at election
time for the local Republican organization. Donald Weatherbee is
in charge of this project. On election night there will be a gettogether, probably in Chase Hall
lounge, to listen to returns.

Stu-C Discusses Dining,
Varied Topics At Meeting
The Student Council voted Wednesday to accept the periodic
co-ed dining plan suggested by President Phillips. The plan provides for co-ed dining at four Sunday dinner meals. A Council
provision is that dinner be served
Bruce Chandler, president of the
Student Council, discussed the situation with Prexy, and was advised that the College would agree
to no regular system of co-ed dining. According to Chandler, President Phillips felt that the College
should not change a basic polk)
which had been successful.

family style at these meals.

The final registration figures
show 816 students, 439 of whom
are men and 377 women, Dean
Rowe
announced
today.
Bates
registration is still well above the
775 figure which the College considers "normal." Last fall the total registration was 832.
By classes, the seniors total 171,
the junior class has 172 members,
the sophomore class numbers 237,
and the freshman class totals 236
There are eight special students in
addition to the 816 figure of thos^
enrolled in the regular scholastic
program at Bates.

A men's assembly, originally to
be held on Tuesday, Oct. 21, has
been shifted to Thursday night,
Oct. 23.
Plans for the annual men's
smoker on Monday evening were
announced, with ideas for different kinds of entertainment also being discussed.
Gordon Hall reported that he
and Robert Lennon talked with
Mr. Ramsey on the Commons situation, and found him eager to discuss complaints. They^ urged that
any student with gripes should see
them.
Hall also brought up the question of intramurals, stressing the
fact that there is need for help on
the managing end. At present.
William Bowyer is the only one
working in this area. The Council
agreed to look into the situation.
Work on reception rooms in
men's dorms is progressing, with
Richard vlelville, chairman of the
committee:, announcing that therewill be a meeting very soon.

STRAND
THEATRE

EMPIRE
THEATRE

Registration Still
At High Level

Wed. and Thurs. - Oct. 15, 16
"LADY IN THE IRON MASK"
Richard Hayward, Patricia Medina
"SPOOK BUSTERS"
Bowery Boys
Wed. and Thurs. - Oct. 15, 16
Fri.
and
Sat. - Oct 17, 18
"I WANT YOU"
'
"CALIFORNIA CONQUEST"
"SLEEPING CITY"
Fri. and Sat. - Oct. 17, 18
Cornell Wilde, Teresa Wright
"WINNING TEAM"
"FRANCIS GOES TO
'MARK OF THE RENEGADE'
WEST POINT"
in Technicolor
Donald O'Conner
Sun. and Mon. - Oct. 19, 20
"SHE'S WORKING HER WAY Sun., Mon., Tues. - Oct 19, 20, 21
THROUGH COLLEGE"
"ROSE BOWL STORY"
in Technicolor
Thomas and Miles
"ALADDIN and HIS LAMP"
"WILL ROGERS STORY"
One Week beginning Tues.:
Will Rogers Jr., Jane Wyman
"HIGH NOON"

Ritz Theatre

FOR SALE

of

"Students For Stevenson"
Group Holds First Session

Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Oct. 15 - /8
"THE BIG SKY"
Kirk Douglas
Dewey Martin

8
Sun., Mon.,'Tues.
Oct. 19, 20, 2/
"ASSIGNMENT IN PARIS"
Dana Andrews
Marta Toren
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BOC Displays
Gear At Parker
Under the direction of Judy Angell and Frank Hine, the Bates
Outing
Club
held
its
annual
equipment display behind Parker
Hall last Saturday afternoon.
The display was divided into
three sections — Fall, Winter,
and
Spring;
equipment
was
grouped
under the season
to
which it was most suited. Apparatus such as skies, trail equipment,
toboggans, canoes, bikes, jungle
hammocks and cooking utensils
were exhibited.
According to the B.O.C., the
object of the display was to make
the members more familiar with
O-C. equipment, which is available to all Bates students. The officers urge all students to take ad-

Attention Snifflers!
Here is the latest bulletin from
Dean Rowe for campus snifflers:
"The baseball season is over —
the influenza season has just begun! The Physician's Office is
again offering Bates students a
special opportunity to secure a
vaccine which is generally regarded as successful in combating attacks of influenza.
"If a large enough quantity can
be purchased at one time, the individual fee will be a nominal one.
Students interested should get
their names on the order list at
the Infirmary within the next few
days."
vantage of the club equipment, obtainable at the equipment rooms
any
Monday, Wednesday, ami
Friday from 4 p. m. to 5 p. m.
Any equipment td be used over a

Musical Switch
Will Highlight
Saturday Dance

THREE *<& 7

Players Offer Season
Tickets At Cut Rate

An unusual musical switch will
The Robinson Players arc this year offering students a new
be one of the highlights of the
opportunity to buy choice reserved seats for the Players' producdance at Chase Hall this Saturday
tions at a reduced student price.
night.
Until October 22, reserved seat chairman of the ticket committee,
Eugene Gilmartin and his comtickets will '.ie on sale through those students who do not take
bo of Peter Knapp. Harold Hunt- dorm agents, at $2.50 each. These
advantage of this opportunity will
er, Lewis Champion, and Paul tickets will be good for the same
have to wait and buy their tickets
Satz will provide the dance music. seats at "The Barretts of Wim- later at the regular season rate of
For one number the members of pole Street" in November, "Dul- $3.(K). or at $1.25 for each play.
the combo will switch instruments. cy" in March, "The Merchant of
During the advance sales' stuVenice" in May, plus a special
dents who buy scats will receive ,i
Entertainment will also be prodividend lecture by Professor Bercoupon receipt Their tickets will
vided by David Crowley and Edkelinan on
Shakespeare during
be mailed to them later. Those who
ward McKinnon.
April.
get there first will get the first
choice of seats,
weekend may be signed out on a Students Get Cut Rate
According to Janet Ivockwood. Dorm Agents
Friday.
Dorm agents are: Mitchell, Donald Miller; Wilson, Harriet Packard; Hacker, Anne Sabo; Chase,
Janet Linn; Milliken, Helen Wilbur;
Whittier, Elizabeth
Van
Vliet; Rand, loan Fretheim and
Cynthia
Parsons;
East Parker
Dorothy
Casey; West
Parker,
Carolyn DuttOli; J.B. (upperclass
section).
William
Hobbs;
J.B.
(freshman section),
Fred Jack,
South.
Peter
Packard:
Middle,
Walter
Taft:
North.
NoweU
Blake; Hardwell, Allan Kennedy;
Koger Bill, Craig Allen and Peter
Knapp; lown boys. Robert Stetson; town girls. Marjorie LeClair;
Cheney. Heidi Jung; and Frye,
Carole Lindblow.

NOSE, THROAT
and Accessory Organs not Adversely
Affected by Smoking Chesterfields

Stu-G Advisors
Discuss Dining
Discussed at Stu-G's first meeting with its faculty advisory board
last Wednesday were co-ed dining, the problem of cheating in the
classroom, and the freshman advisory system. This board, which
gives the' Women's Student Government a direct channel to and
from the faculty, including Miss
Clark, Miss Avery, Dr. Zerby,
and Dr. Donovan.
Stu-G president, Lois Miller, reviewed the history of co-ed dining and discussed tentative plans
for co-ed dining on four Sundays,
the two precceding and following
the Thanksgiving recess. Seeing
co-ed dining as a part of a larger
program, the group suggested that
Chase Hall be used evenings for
informal co-ed get-togethers.
The board made its plea to the
faculty
that
professors
refrain
from repeatedly using the same
tests. This, along with the suggestion
that
student assistants
should not be given full proctoring responsibilities during an
exam, would alleviate the cheating
problem in many instances, it was
felt. The women were reminded
that the honor system should be
as significant for them in classrooms as in the dorms.

FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED
ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE
A responsible consulting organization has
reported the results of a continuing study by a
competent medical specialist and his staff on the
effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

examination, including X-ray pictures, by the
medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose,
ears and throat.

A group Of people from various walks of life
was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six
months this group of men and women smoked their
normal amount of Chesterfields— 10 to 40 a day.
45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields continually from one to thirty years for an average of
10 years each.

The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated:
"It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and
accessory organs of all participating subjects examined by me were not adversely affected in the
six-months period by smoking the cigarettes
provided."

At the beginning and at the end of the sixmonths period each smoker was given a thorough

Discuss Careers Day

uy CHESTERFIELD.Much Milder
Copyright 1932.

LIGGETT

*

MYEIS TOBACCO

Co,

The Bates Conference Committee
met Monday evening for dinner with
Walden P. Hobbs and George Gamble, president and secretary, respectively, of the Rates College Alumni
Association.
The purpose of the conference was
to discuss the tentative plans of the
Alumni Association to sponsor a "Careers Day" program later in the
school year. Mr. Hobbs explained the
alumni's interest in student activities
and said that they felt that such a
program would help some students
in deciding what to do after graduation.
The student leaders present ex(Continued on page eight)
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Editorials

The Voice Of The Turtle

Bates - Coed Or Coordinate?

The First Vote

Ralph Flannigan seems td have
By Sy Coopersmith
cause it is the fault of the stucreated quite a stir around campus
Many people are surprised when dents, is the division between the
The force of the ballot will be in the hands of many Bates last week ... a certain Cheney
they learn that Bates is not a two student governments. Many
students for the first time in the national elections this November. freshman saw many posters, heard
"coed" college. It is, rather, a student problems could be handled
Some have already decided which way to cast their ballots. much excited talk about his appearwith greater force and effective"co-ordinate" college.
Others are buffeted by arguments from both sides, all of them ance at the Armory Friday night.
ness
if the two governing boards,
The
distinction
between
the
promising the world.
Finally, unable to account for his words coed and coordinate is not Stu-C and Stu-G were combined
Both parties hurl charges and counter charges, claim credit popularity any other way, she ask- sharp, but it is important. This is to form just plain Stu.
for everything but Creation itself. Actually, election time is the ed, "Is he a Bates student?" Note not a coeducational college beThese factors more than imply
worst time to judge candidates, because it is, more than usually, a to all Cheney freshmen: No, he cause somewhere along the line that ours is a cordinate college
time of political half-truths, distortion, lies, appeals to emotion, isn't, but don't you wish he were? the administrators have limited and that there is a line of social
Our own Professor Andrews
broad generalizations and vague promises. It is not a time of calm
the degree of coeducational life on segregation drawn across
the
debate and objective examination.
made his last appearance at the
campus.
campus. It is this limitation that
libe, Saturday afternoon and
inhibits and prohibits a happy soWhere is this limit?
However, there are at least a couple of things about the camthe
dance that evening, before
paign that are not hard to discern.
In the first and most obvious cial life on campus. The coordinate
leaving on sabbatical for Canplace, we lack coed dining. We do policy creates a social barrier beLiberalism
ada. His French majors and
not have a dining room situation tween the men and the women.
multi other fans were especialwith the men and women of the Shades of Thoreau
First, liberalism. Both sides claim they have it. There are few
ly glad to see him. It brought
college eating together in a remen in either party who do. For liberalism is a way of thinking,
There is no reason for a barrier
back nostalgic memories of flynot a plank in a party platform.
laxed, informal atmosphere. There or for superficiality on campus.
ing chalk and "Allez, allez.
are two dining rooms where one is
A liberal is not "me," but a person whose mind can evaluate
We will be sure that there is
allez I"
sufficient. A few years ago a new
an arguable idea from all angles. A liberal is not a person whose
Mr. Lindholm's son Carl, ap- dining room was being planned. none if we refer to common sense.
thinking is tied to the Brannon Plan because it "means security proaching all of ten years of age,
Coeducation at colleges where
for the farmers of America," or to the Big Smear because it is the and complete with blond crew cut, Then was the big chance for the there are men and women is a
trustees and local administrators
"only way to save the country from communism."
his own pipe, and maroon jacket, to construct an eating place for necessity because it is natural.
If he has a sense of humor, a liberal can chuckle at the farce leaves a trail of Batesily broken the entire student body. But a
Sure, we've been getting along
being played by America's political hoaxsters
hearts behind him every time he men's commons was the outcome without a natural coed life at
Bates. Yet there are many dissatissaunters across campus.
and coed dining is still an issue.
Stand-Pat-Ism
fied students at Bates. There war,
Most of the Fair Flower of Bates No Reception Rooms
Second, stand-pat-ism. Neither side claims it. Both do have it Womanhood was exported to Bowso much dissatisfaction in last
Secondly, the physical layout of year's graduating class that it alto a degree.. Some in both parties think the government should doio on Saturday for the Big
take care of the voter's worries by the give-away plan. Some in Weekend there. Our radiant coeds the campus places the men on one most did not give a gift to the colboth parties feel the voter will be better off if he keeps his money came home clutching trophies — side and the women on the other. lege. This would have been a vioin his pockets, pays less taxes, and works out more of his own full trophies empty trophies all Although there is opportunity for lation of an American college traproblems. Both parties, however, stand-pat on the idea of main- kinds of trophies, and reported that the men to visit the women, the dition.
men do not even have reception
taining at least minimum social welfare, whatever that is.
There is no reason for segregata good time was had by all Bobcat rooms where they might hold an
Bowdoin!
open house or invite their future ing college life, just as there is no
Wisdom
reason for segregating life after
Dave Crowley and Fd McKinThird, wisdom. Both sides claim men of superlative statesman non whipped out some bicycles and wives and companions. Is this a college.
lack
of
trust?
or
common
sense?
ship. The proof will be time. One of the dangerous hoaxes is the made a grand tour of the campus
The constituents of the college
The third revelation is the pubassertion by the party in power that only its administration can Sunday. They seemed to be having
today are not the same as they
licity
approach.
Bates,
it
is
true,
do properly what the people want. This is true of many en- a gay time creaming pedestrians
were in 1864. And if the kings and
trenched political organizations, local and national. Sometimes it and non-pedestrians impartially. does not advertise herself as -i queens that wield the magic
coed
college.
It
hints
coed
advanseems as if a party long in power slowly tries to indoctrinate the Ed, who has a staunch pair of
wands are still too conservative to
voters with the belief that its men with long experience are con- handlebars, is offering a non-stop tages on the social level, but in
see that "men" and "women"
general
manages
to
adhere
to
a
genially fitted to rule, and that the other fellows have proved in flight from Chase House t;. WLB
must learn to live as "men and
"you-figure-it-out"
policy.
The
colthe past that they are "unfitted" to govern.
at special rates.
lege doesn't publish a single prop- women", then maybe the students
This argument, of course, is thrown right back by the "outs."
Foiled again! Many Big and
aganda magazine. There are twe should have a thing or two to say.
No matter who uses it, a hoax it remains. For instance, to claim
Little Sisters toddled down to
distinct bulletins pointing up the
The crux of the situation is that
Stinkey's last Thursday night,
that prosperity is simply the result of the brilliant policies of the
themes of "men at Bate*" and we are not living by common
party in power is just as foolish as the claim that all misfortunes
hoping to miss some such de"women at Bates." Furthermore, sense. Expediency maybe, but not
are the result of governmental bungling.
light as creamed beef on rusk
there is no mention in either the common sense. If we the students
a
la
Rand.
Tear
cups
were
catalogue
or the bulletin that Bate; have to put up with expediency,
The fact is that it is hard to distinguish the acts of men and
passed on returning and findis a coed college.
let us not forget common sense
the acts of fate. No politicians, not matter how sound their poliing stay - at - homes grinning
and the natural situation, either
cies, have complete control over the destiny of a country. What
Amalgamation
contentedly after a dinner of
Finally, and most significant be- now or when we graduate.
a government needs is men of ability who are not so bound to a
roast chicken and etcetera.
rigid set of policies that they cannot make their rule flexible with
We had a sneak preview of Back
changing conditions.
to Bates last weekend when man)
It is ridiculous for any party to imply that only its candidates of last year's seniors returned to
have the intelligence and moral fibre to rule. For each politician their old haunts — Rand, Stinky's,
and administrator now in state and national offices, there is a man the Den, etc. . . . "The Good
stepping on his heels who can bring as much intelligence to the Dud," as Frank Dudley is fondly
job. The voter is the judge of whether the intelligence remains known, seemed especially happy
EDITORIAL STAFF
clear and independent, or whether it becomes committed to a rigid with a little friend of his . . .
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
line of partisan narrowness.
Let's hope that everyone makes
John Rippey '53
These are some of the problems that will make that first ballot another appearance at the Grand
MANAGING
EDITOR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
a tough one. Nevertheless, there is no excuse for not deciding in Reunion, the weekend of NovemSy Coopersmith '53
Alan Hakes '53
our own minds which party is more nearly right and which more ber 1st.
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITORS
Arthur Parker '54
nearly wrong.
It gave us a warm glow inside to
Constance Manion '54
hear the hundred or so freshmen ASSISTANT NEWS EDITORS
John Barlow '54
Lois Johnson '54
singing their way home from the
John Leonard '54
Work Trip last Saturday, after
Cynthia Parsons '53
cording wood and scrubbing all FEATURE EDITOR
Louis Rose '54
afternoon. We admire the job they ASSISTANT FEATURE EDITOR
For the time being, it appears that any chance for extensive did, and are certainly proud to SPORTS EDITOR
Peter Knapp '54
coed dining has been squelched,by the administration's decision have them at Bates.
MAKE-UP EDITOR
Irene Lawrence '53
to stand on its periodic Sunday meal proposal.
ASSISTANT MAKE-UP EDITOR
Carolyn Easton '53
STAFF CARTOONISTS
Susan Ordway '55
Last week the coed dining committee voted to accept the
Walter Reuling '54
Sunday proposal, upon ratification by Stu-C and Stu-G. The
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS
George Conklin '53
situation at this writing: The Stu-C has ratified the plan, pro- To the Editor:
Donald Giddings '53
We
the
undersigned
believe
that
vided the administration will agree that the four Sunday meals
BUSINESS STAFF
the unnatural coeducational situathis fall would be family style, i.e. with waitresses instead of
BUSINESS MANAGER
tion
on
our
campus
can
be
remecafeteria style.
John Ebert
died substantially by a strong
The main idea should simply be to get some sort of coed dining. coed dining program.
ADVERTISING MANAGER
To quibble over how the food gets to the table seems beside the
Richard Hayes '54
We therefore urge that the stupoint. Change at Bates is a slow process, requiring a lot of-patience. dent councils, the faculty, the adADVERTISING STAFF
If the Stu-C really wants coed dining it should not fail to take ministration and the trustees work Patricia Jervis '55, Barbara Doane '54, Grace Graham '56, Bernice
advantage of the little wedge the administration has offered. Later toward having co-ed dining at Balanoff '56, Richard Hilliard '56, Stuart Miller '56, Elizabeth Van
Vliet '56, Valarie Van Drooge '56
the door may be opened wider to a change that would be more least one meal per day.
CIRCULATION MANAGER
consistent with the aim of promoting adequate campus social relaSincerely yours,
Edith White '54
tionship.
Adrien R. Auger
Stelian Dukakis
Faculty Consultant — John C. Donovan
Nevertheless, the fact remains that the administration appears Dick Jenkins Richard O. Hathaway
Roger Schmutz Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year.
disappointingly blind to a step that would not only help the stu- Jack R. Merrill
Telephone 4-8621 (Sundays only). Printed at the Auburn Free Press,
dents who are now at Bates, but would in all probability increase Bob Taylor
Bob Dixon 99 Main Street, Auburn. Entered as second-class matter at the Lewiston
Charles
Mangan
John
Hodgkinson
the attractiveness and worth of the college in future years.
Post Office Jan. 30, 1913, under the act of March 3, 1879. A member of

More On Coed Dining

Letter To Editor
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The Ivory Tower

Dems Seek To Dim Ike's Halo
By Al Hakes
Slowly but surely Ike began capiWhen the supporters of General Dwight D. Eisenhower came
talizing on his assets and minimizing
before the Republican National Convention early this summer,
his problems in an effort to clear
they presented one argument that no good politician has ever the track for a fast drive to the finturned a deaf ear to: Ike, and only Ike, could win.
ish. Realizing wisely that popularity
And the Republican leaders, being
alone was not enough, he went to
good politicians in their way, gave the firm faith of millions that he was work on the other problems and beear to this appeal and agreed, some the man destined to lead us through gan methodically to swing them into
of them reluctantly, that Ike, and the valley, the record of a long ca- line.
only Ike, was the man to end the 20 reer as a successful administrator Business Expenses
year plague. With fingers crossed and diplomat, a pleasant wife and a
First came the reuniting of his
they gaze toward November fourth charming smile.
own party. A favorable meeting with
and pray they were right.
On the debit side were a danger- Senator Tafe took the sting out of
Assets and Liabilities
ous split in his own party, the un- defeat for most of Taft's supporters,
Ike started his campaign with savory records of a few of his fol- forgetting the diehards, and despite
an unusual assortment of assets lowers, and the fact that he was cam- the screams of the Democrats that
and liabilities to work with, and a paigning for an underdog group that Ike had sold out to reactionaries, the
long way to go. To his credit were hadn't won a Presidential election
(Continued on page eight)
his tremendous personal popularity, since Ike was a major.

Incipient Biologists Probe
Into Nature Of New Enigma
By Molly Winch
One of the most amazing of recent discoveries in the field of science occurred last week in the
Tuesday freshman biology lab,
when young Kirk Watson, from
Weathersfield,
Connecticut,
announced the presence under his
microscope of an entirely new
family of bacteria.
• '
It's For Real
The class of '56 immediately realized the import of this event, and
stood by respectfully while young
Watson at the microscope played
the minute newcomer into view
Dr. Philip Tetu, substituting in
the absence of Dr. Crowley, aided
young Watson in verifying the
existance of the new bacterium,
and described it to the class as a
short, oval body, with numerous
cilia extending from its sides,

PECKS
CHRISTMAS IS NEARER
THAN YOU THINK!

ORDER YOUR
Personalized
CHRISTMAS
CARDS
NOW!

25
for

1.95
Choose from hundreds of
beautiful

cards — We'll

print your name on each
one — to carry a warm
PERSONAL greeting!
i

Bella's Burdens

To prove to the world that a
woman can find romance and adventure at 50 or over — that is the
task of Bella Ballast, Bates Colwhich it used in forward motion. lege's first soap opera heorine.
In fact, Dr. Tetu states, the orIt seems that Bella, who has
ganism could be recognized by its spent her life working in a button
extremely hairy appearance.
factory, is to 6e fired because she
Mr.
Roger Lucas, called in is not a college graduate. In our
from the Thursday lab section to modern
age
of
specialization,
assist, announced the presence of there is no room for a gal without
chlorophyll in the organism, ap- a sheepskin.
Her Father said "Yes," but the Dean said "No.'
parently existing in long, needleBut daughter Sorrel has been
shaped chloroplasts which ran both separated from her husband, and
ways of the body. A deep red Bella deems it her duty as i
nucleus was located, and certain mother to finance the poor girl's
areas of cytoplasm.
divorce. Naturally, the only wav
1939 Nobel Prize winner Lucien she can do this is to rewin her job
Thibault also from the Thursday in the button factory, and the old
By Larry Evans
and are facing eviction. On top of
division, pointed out that chloro- A. B. is an essential requirement.
Last Saturday afternoon, more all Rogers' tribulations, his hired
Life's
Desire
phyll in the organism would apthan one hundred freshmen suc- man quit and left him all the work
So, again naturally, she went
parently remove it from the class
cesfully completed a ''cord course" of hauling firewood down from the
of bacteria. Dr. Tetu, Mr. Lucas, a-lookin' for the typical small, in the Bates Plan. Doubtless the woods.
and young Watson, after a brief friendly. New England college. Frosh Work Project of organizAfter spending a half hour and
conference, admitted this fact, and And she found Bates! What more ing and carrying over fifty cords
twice taking the wrong road, the
assigned the discovery temporarily could ANY gal of SO or over of wood can not be found in the
car in which this reporter rode arwant?
to a family of algae.
Blue Book. According to Ken rived on the scene. A few stalAlong
with
her
friend
and
supSo far, although repeated reLiatsos, co-chairman of the event, wart souls who had been the first
Anthony
Boring,
Bell.i
search has been conducted, no porter,
its main objective was to "create to arrive were on hand to greet
herself
further identification lias been pro- proceeds to incorporate
class spirit," at the same time fos- the newcomers. Also present to
posed, and the news last Sunday into the setup of the institution. tering "better relations with the
offer welcome were over fifty
was that the organism had dis- She is quickly caught up in the community."
cords of wood.
appeared from the culture. Miss whirl of student peeves, trials, and The Dissenters
Gourmet's Delight
Margaret
Sharpe,
of
Wilson tribulations.
Full details about the work trip
Fortunately lunch hour came
House, possessor of a red and Packard, who is Anthony.
were given to the frosh at a fast. From Jim Lynn came a'
Peter is also the announcer, and
green plaid beret, inclined to fuzz,
special assembly on Thursday. despairing wail: "I always DID
claims that she has identified Ann emphasizes the fact thav Following the assembly, Stu-C
like
pickles with frosting
on
young Watson's discovery, but. as plans are underway to include president Bruce Chandler was dethem!"
Three
heterogeneous
sandyet refuses to reveal her informa- more and more people, both on the luged by eleven freshmen all ofwiches — egg, peanut butter, and
tion. Watch the STUDENT for technical and front stage ends.
fering simultaneously sundry ex- a type of meat that defies all analyOriginator and director of the
future revelations.
cuses why they should not be in sis; two withered pickles of which
bewildering series of incidents is
attendance on Saturday. When the above description was apropos;
Ann Sabo. It was her brainstorm,
Invisible Marking at
last seen Bruce was fretfully a crisp cupcake of uncertain age;
and she accepts full responsibility
scratching his brow, seeking moral and as much milk or coffee as you
for everything, including characsupport from other Stu-C members wished constituted the noon-time
GEORGE W. TUFTS, Mgr. ters Cyn Parsons, Bella; and Peter present.
repast.
So be sure to tune in to WVBC
As explained in the last issue of
After hours of fruitful toil, a
High Quality
this and every Wednesday night
the STUDENT, the wood-piling chain gang was formed under the
was to aid Mr. Wes Rogers, of expert supervision of Ken "Simon
Auburn. Rogers was instrumental Legree" Liatsos.
A chant of
SAME DAY SERVICE
in donating farm equipment for "I've Been Workin' on the RailIF IN BY 9 A. M.
last year's mayoralty campaign road" preceeded the cry of "We
and has long been a friend of Want
Barco"
which echoed
193 Middle St.
Dial 2-6001
Bates. At present he and his wife sonorously throughout the valley.
Next to Lewiston Post Office
are expecting "their fourth child In due time however, all the logs
PASTRY OF ALL KINDS
had passed along the chain and
at 9:30. For Bella's experiences
the Herculean labor was complete.
are yours, and though you don't
Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
Interviewed after the project,
have her particular problem, it
several of the belabored frosh had
will surely be interested to obthe following to say:
54 Ash Street
serve Bella Ballast as she resolves
Cryptic Critics
Have You Tried
hers.
Bobby Brown, with a blithe
-.* grin: "This was FUN!"
Jim Upton, wryly: "What a way
to spend an afternoon!"
are SO
Serving Italian and
Jim Riopel, exurberantly: "It's
appropriate
American Foods
sure great to get outdoors!"
for any occasion
In Cool, Air Conditioned
Jim Weiner, breathing a sigh of
Pleasant Surroundings
relief: "Too much like work!"
our specialty
For devious reasons much of
the more aromatic comment on the
104 Middle St
Lewiston
project must go unsaid. AttendDial 4-4151
ance was taken and this reporter
"For Your Health's Sake
TeL 2-6422
can think of 12 good reasons why
Auburn Theatre Bldg.
Auburn
162 Lisbon St. Lewiston, Me.
Eat at Steckino's
anyone who missed the work dePhone 4-6959
tail shouldn't have.

Fun And Help Work As
Frosh Better Relations

Judkins Laundry, Inc.
Dry Cleaning

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

Steckino Hotel
and cafe

Steckino's Original
Pizza Pies?

Flowers

Fountain
Specials

Steaks, Chops, Salads

NICHOLS
TEA ROOM

STATIONERY
STREET .FLOOR
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Twenty Vie For Cats Tackle Northeastern
Top Honors In Saturday In Home Contest
Tennis Tourney
series started in 1938.
By Pete Knapp

■

The word this week is that it
will be permissible for Bates fans
to derive a certain measure of
vicarious satisfaction
from
the
showing made by the Bobcats on
their weekend barnstorming junket
through the south. All sources indicate that the boys came up with
their best team effort of the year
against Hofstra and that the 19
point divergence in the score is in
part misleading.
Captain Richie Raia, limited to defensive play Saturday
night with a bad knee, stated
that he thought the Cats carried
out their assignments
well, showed considerable
hustle, and in general gave the
kind of performance that
warmed the calculating cockles
of Coach Hatch's heart.
Despite the defeat, Richie did
seem reasonably satisfied with
his team's effort, a sentiment
which in the past he has sometimes been reluctant to express
In fact had the boys not been
guilty at the wrong times of
bungling (an expression borrowed
from our GOP friends) or if they
hadn't suffered
so many . bad
breaks (as the team itself likes
to look at it), the outcome might
have been different. Two long
Harkins passes were caught an.l
dropped on the five and the fifteen,
three fumbles ended promising
scoring threats, interceptions hurt,
and penalties sometimes came just
when they did the most harm. It
is to the credit of the Garnet.,
however, that in spite of all these
bits of misfortune they hung in
there a'.l the way and kept it close.
Bob Chumbook and Herb
Morton turned in a repeat job
of their fine performance
against Middlebury as they
spearheaded the ground attack
with hard running while giving a good account of themselves on defense.
The Garnet line play was steady
all the way both on offense and
defense, this fact being perhaps
the most encouraging feature of
the game. The passing attack,
however, was not quite so heartening, Harkins and Chumbook,
the latter throwing spasmodically
on a running pitchout, managing
to complete only 11 out of 25 attempts.
Some of the boys felt that
the poor lighting system of the
field was partly responsible, pointing out that it made it hard for
the receivers to follow the ball in
flight while also giving Harkins
trouble spotting his downfield receivers. It was generally agreed
that the arcs at Walton Field,
where the team practiced las:
week, were far superior to the
night lights in New York. (Auburn Chamber of Commerce please
copy.)
In the kind of team performance displayed by the
Bobcats against Hofstra it is
difficult to single out any
player as outstanding, but if
the attempt were made it
would be difficult to overlook
the work of cagey Don Barrios. The aging veteran added
another notch of high achievement to his well-worn, gridiron belt by giving another
demonstration to the younger

squad members of how the
game should be played with
the head as well as the heart.
Although one of the best ball
carriers on the club, Barrios was
used primarily to do the key
blocking for Chumbook and Morton. In addition to performing
this function creditably, Don made
three nice downfield catches and
performed on defense in characteristically artistic Barrosian Style.
(Dr. Willis: "Huh?")
AH interest now centers
around Saturday's clash with
Northeastern on Garcelon
Field.
Every
season
the
Northeastern game seems to
be one of the most eventful on
the schedule. Three years ago
in Brookline, Freddy Ienello,
on his birthday, caught a 40
yard desperation heave from
Walker Heap to give Bates a
last minute 14-7 victory. The
following year the Cats scored
their only victory of the season (and their last since the
Middlebury game) in an exciting
14-13 contest when
bulky Larry Ovian booted two
placements.
Last year the Huskies fielded
the only unbeaten team in their
history and made it their business
to wallop, literally as well as figuratively, the daylights out of all
long standing rivals. Bates going
down 41-13. This year, however,
the Huntington Ave. Hoodlums
are finding the going more difficult
and consequently are becoming
acquainted with the principle of
the inevitability of retribution. The
Bobcats, cheered by their encouraging performance against Hofstra, are reeking with vengeanci'.
Will justice triumph on Saturday? Will the forces of
righteousness avenge itself or
will the law of the jungle reign
supreme? Don't fail to be on
hand at Garcelon Field and
witness for yourself the exciting adventures in store for
Bob Hatch and his Bates Bobcats!
DROPS FROM THE SHOWERS . . . Frosh Coach Walt Slovenski was anything but pleased
with his team's showing at Watcrville. "Against Bridgton we'll try
it with blocking," he stated. . . .
Bowdoin's impressive 31-7 win
over Amherst succeeded in simultaneously raising the
eyebrows
and lowering the spirits of the
Bobcat faithful. Maine remained
unbeaten by whipping UNH 24-7,
and Colby evened its season's record at 1-1 by defeating Norwich).
19-13. . . . Bob Bean says he's
going to punch "The Swami"
(football prognosticator of the
Lewiston Journal) right in the
schnozz for picking Northeastern
this Saturday . . - some people are
wondering why
more
running
plays weren't called against Hofstra's retreating pass defense . . .
the night before the game, Barrios
and Harkins went around shortsheeting the coaches' beds. Happy
college days. . . . Simplified Logic
Dept: Jorge Barco, ponderous
frosh tackle from South America,
tells how roughhouse tactics of
an opponent should be handled:
"I kom at heem, he kom at me,
ond I keek heez teeth out" (ond
he deed, too). . . . let's holler out
there Saturday.

Twenty participants are bidding for
The Bates Bobcats will seek to
top honors in the men's tennis tour- get back on the winning side of
nament which commenced last Fri- the
ledger
after
a
losing
day.
week-end at Hempstead, L. I.,
The uppcrclassmcn have a delega- when they .take on Northeastern's
e'leven
Saturday
on
tion of six tennis enthusiasts entered oft-beaten
in the tourney, of which three were Garcelon Field.
Northeastern, a perenially rough
'racquetmen for the varsity squad last
season. The frosh have 14 contes- and tumble outfit, has beaten
tants in the clash and the outcome of R.P.I, and dropped decisions io
the tourney should prove interesting Rhode Island State and Brandeis
if only from the standpoint of class and last Saturday were slightly
lines.
unimpressive in losing to AmeriHank Stred and Jim Thompson are can International College, 41-7. on
the men to watch in the next few their home field.
days as they have already hit the win Bates Drubbed Last Year
column. Stred swept two sets from
However, less the Boston foe be
Weiner, 6-0, 6-3. Thompson won his taken too lightly, Bates fans may
first match by besting Cloutier, 6-0, recall the 41-13 drubbing handed
6-1.
the Cats last season at Brookline
in which Coach Joe Zabilski's
Goddard Entered
Al Goddard. an outstanding net- "nice little boys" rolled up a total
man for the Garnet varsity the past of 456 yards offensively and taltwo years, is also entered in the lied six touchdowns.
On the deficit' side for Northtourney and should gain a high niche
eastern,, star halfback Ed Culverin the final standings.
Few matches have been played so well landed up in the hospital with
far, since the majority of the players a sprained knee after last week';
drew first round byes. Second-round game and is a doubtful starter for
matches have been set up as follows: the visitors. In addition, Coach
Cinand vs. Dukakis; Wyman vs. Zabilski has lost his mainstays
Hodgkinson; Auger vs. Await; Hills from last year's undefeated eleven
vs. Dimeo; Steinberg vs. Clarke; and which was only blemished by a tic
with the powerful Coast Guard
Flair vs. Spillman.
Academy (which was also undeSteinberg, who had a fine high
school tennis record, is another man feated). Quarterback Tinker Connelly. Captain Sal Lombardo and
to watch.
Halfback Al Balcrna are no longer with the Huntington Street
squad. Center Len McNamera, a
six-foot, 185-pound rough defensive placer, is back to lead the
Northeastern line.
Bates Leads in Series
The two teams have met 11
Dr. Lloyd H. Lux, director of times, with Bates victorious in
athletics, has announced procedure eight of the contests since the
for the obtaining of student and faculty tickets prior to the game with
the University of Maine, at 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 25 at Orono.
Student
tickets
will
be sold
for $1 Tuesday, Oct. 21, through
Thursday, Oct. 23, at the Athletic
office in the Alumni Gym
Reserved scat tickets for members
of the faculty will be sold for $2.50
during this period at the office.
Sutdent season books must be presented at the time of purchase and
must be shown at the gate when stufor
dents surrender their $1 ticket at the
gate. All seats are reserved in the
something special
student section. No exchange or refund on tickets can b<p made after
249 MAIN STREET
the original sale.
LEWISTON
Student tickets at $1 will not be
available at Maine on the day of the
game.

Student Tickets
Are Available
For Maine Game

Before last year's car-pinning
job by the Huskies, the Garnets
had won six straight from Saturday's visitors. Incidentally, the last
Bates victory before the Middlebury win Oct. 4 came at the expense of Northeastern in 1950
when the Cats prevailed ' 14-13.
On the Bates side. Coach Boh
Hatch's team holds no love for
Northeastern and will go all out
to whip the visitors in the last
game before the State Series begins a week later at Orono. The
Bates squad came out of the Hofstra game in good shape and,
barring injuries in practice this
week, will be at full strength for
the tilt.
Maine to Play U Conn
Elsewhere on the Maine circuit
this week. Maine, undefeated in 14
straight games, plays the University of Connecticut at .Storrs,
Conn., in a Yankee Conference
contest Colby, which has a one
and one record, faces Trinity,
which knocked off Tufts last Saturday, at home. Bowdoin, one and
two, will play Williams, which
downed Middlebury, 9-0, last week,
at home. The outcome of these
games should be watched closely
for fore.shadowings of the upcoming State Series games.
Kirkoff time for Saturday's tilt
with Northeastern will be 2 p. m.

Basketball Notice
All men who plan to be candidates for the varsity basketball
team should contact Coach Bob
Addison at his office sometime
during the week beginning Monday, Oct. 20, between the hours of
9 a. m. and 3 p. m.

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

BOSTON
TEA STORE

FOR THAT
FOR

EVENING SNACK
Try

Corsages

A Hamburg

CALL

from

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP
195 Lisbon St.

COOPER'S
Sabattus Street

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents
CHRIS NAST, '53
CHARLIE PAPPAS, '53
27 Bardwell

FAMOUS BRAND SHOES
at
LOW FACTORY PRICES
We Cater To The Small
Campus Pocket Book

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE
36 COURT ST.
AUBURN
"Right Across The Bridge"

Dial 4-4587
YOUR FAVORITE

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
Open Daily Year -'Round
Landmark For Hungry Americans
FULL COURSE MEALS

—,

LIGHT LUNCHES

Serving Our Famous Ice Cream — 28 Flavors
PORTLAND ROAD, AUBURN, MAINB

STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace

TEL.

JEWELERS
SINCE 16S»

4-7671

50 Lisbon St.
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Dial 4-5241
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Colby Frosh Team Blanks
Kittens In Opener, 19-0

Bardwell Wins
As Intramural
Football Starts

SEVEN

Late Hofstra TD's Top
Fighting Cats, 26-7

By Win Rice
sprinting toward a sure touchdown
With a hard-charging line when he slipped and fell on the 30
By Mel King
By Roger Schmuu
The Bobcats' only score came with
stifling the Bates offense, the yard stripe.
The Bates Intramural football
Once
again
the
New
York
City
area
slightly
more than a minute to play
Colby freshman e leven blanked
In the final minutes of play Col- league got off to a slow start last
the Bates Frosh, 19-0, in the open- by pierced the Garnet defense for week as Middle and North's game proved a jinx to the Bates Bobcats in the first half. With the ball on
ing contest for the Bobkittens Fri- their third and final touchdown of was postponed last Tuesday, and as they suffered a tough 26-7 de- the Bates 29, fullback Herb Morton
feat at the hands of the Hofstra Fly- broke loose to midfield and a first
day at Waterville.
the afternoon as Ron Sandberg South forfeited to Roger Bill when
The Baby Mules lost no time raced 19 yards to the Bates six they showed up late for the game ing Dutchmen last Saturday night. down. A Chumbook to Don Barrios
in pushing over a quick touch- yard line. Furlong sliced off tackle last Wednesday. Mitchell beat off- Playing miles away from home on a pass brought the ball to the Hofstra
down after taking possession of the to score. The point was missed campus last Friday, by a score of spottily-lit gridiron against a team 30. On the next play, interference
ball on the Bates 42 yard line. The again and the final score stood 14-6, in a hard-fought game that supposedly far superior, the Bobcats was called on the Dutchmen and
put up a tremendous effort before go- the Bobcats were given a first down
Bobkittens had received the open- 19-0.
was a fairly even match all the ing down to defeat.
on the home team's nine yard line.
ing kickoff on the 38 yard line but Colby Line Play Strong
way.
The
Long
Islanders
tallied
first
Morton Sweeps Over
a fumble gave Colby possession
Intramural football started off
The Colby line played heads-up
Two plays later, Morton swept
on the 42. Five plays later, Barkcy ball throughout the game and was well, however, in the eyes of midway through the opening period.
Boole barrelled over for the first the deciding factor in the contest. liardwcll, who ran over J.B. by a This score was set up when the right end from the seven for the
Colby score and Morrissey kicked The Bobkitten line was weak in score of 44-6 last Thursday afterthe extra point to give Colby .i the center but the Garnets gained noon.
seven point spread before the first yardage around the ends. Coach
The outstanding players for
period was half under way.
Slovensik has a difficult problem J.B.'l team were quarterback Jack
Garnets Outplayed
ahead in strengthening the center Eisner and lineman Dick Daitch.
Throughout the first and second of the line.
who played a good offensive and
periods, the junior Garnets were
However, on the bright side for defensive game.
outplayed, with Colby accumulat- the Kittens, Quarterback Jim J.B. Connects
ing a total of 105 yards gained to Vaughn proved to be a capable
J.B. started off strong as Jack
the visitors' 17. The second Colby leader.
Hard-smashing fullback Eisner completed a long pass to
score came late in the first half Dick Herideen, a 223 pounder, the right end who went over for
with the troublesome Boole smash- also did well. Halfbacks Mackay J.B.'s first and only touchdown
ing over the Bates forward wall. and Charlie Cloutier, who was early in the first quarter.
The extra point was missed this switched from quarter, add speed
Bardwell broke into the scoring
time and Colby led 13-0 at the to the unit. The Bobkittens column a few minutes later, as Al
half.
maneuvered from a split T with Kafka caught a long pass from
In the third stanza, the Bobkit- Mackay playing the tailback posi-1 Smoky Stover. Bill
Moriarty
tens retaliated and taking the of- tion.
scored for Bardwell before the
fensive, pushed deep into Colby
In the line, end John Davis and end of the first half to bring the
territory. Leo Mackay and Dick tackle Frank Luongo, 227 pounds, count to 12-6.
Herideen spearheaded the attack were the bulwarks of the Bates
The second half saw Bardwell
with hard-hitting line plunges and defense.
pull way ahead of the tiring J.B.
swift end sweeps. Coach Walt SloThe Bobkittens were hit hard by team, as Moriarty, Stover and
venski's squad had a bad break a total of 60 yards in penalties and Ted Lindquist scored, and Spence BEANTOWN BOBCATS — Dimartinis, Pappas, Barrios, Vena
and Froio display their versatility for the T formation.
at this point when Mackay broke suffered
numerous
attacks of Hall topped off the game when,
through the Colby defense and was fumblitis throughout their first with only a few minutes to go in Dutchmen's ace linebacker Fred Lud- score. Bob Bean's placement was pergame.
the game, he caught a jump pass wig made his first of three intercep- fect and the half ended with Hofstra
from Lindquist and sped ten tions on the Bobcats' 42 yard line. in front, 13-7.
Frosh Face Bridgton
At 2:30 p. m. Friday on Garce- yards for a tally, bringing the Nine plays later Hofstra had first
The third period developed into a
and goal to go from the Bates one. fierce defensive battle with neither
lon Field, the frosh play Bridgton score to 44-6.
For awhile, it looked as if the Gar- team able to penetrate into their opAcademy. Coach Slovenski states Eisner Plays Bushman
"the boys will be sharper this
After one play in the second nets might hold but with fourth ponent's territory. Matters remained
week." Slovenski plans to build half, Jack Eisner was seen emerg- down and still one yard to go, the at an offensive standstill until
his offense around a passing at- ing from six feet of bushes after Dutchmen's sophomore sensation Bill half-way through the final quarter.
JEWELER ' "
tack with Vaughn doing th.' being knocked into them by a body Sanford plowed over for the score. Ludwig made another interception on
The attempted conversion was blockchucking. Against Colby, Vaughn check from John Moore.
the Bates 40 and the Dutchmen needsuffered a shoulder injury in the
This week's activity is already ed and the first quarter came to an ed ten plays to score. Again it was
Lewiston first period and could not pass.
83 Lisbon St.
well under way with Middle play- end with Hofstra on top 6 to 0.
Sanford who bulled over from the
ing Roger Bill Monday anl Hofstra Scores Again
Bates two. The tally was made with
The Dutchmen increased this lead two minutes left to play in the game.
Bardwell facing Mitchell yesterday. This afternoon North meets to 13-0 about five minutes into the
Ludwig Intercepts
•COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"
South in the first of the Smith Hall second period. After halting a Bates
Bates took the ensuing kickoff and
series. No other games are drive on thir own 12, Hofstra punted
scheduled for this week, continu- out of danger. Neither side could started throwing the ball in an efLEWISTON TRUST CO.
do much until Bob Chumbook got off fort to get back in the game. Once
ing the season Monday.
his only poor kick of the night and again the indomitable Mr. Ludwig
the Long Islanders took over on the foiled the Garnet plans by pilfering
MAINE
LEWISTON
Bobcats' 47. Two plays later, Hof- a Chumbook pass on the Bates 45 and
The
stra had the ball on the Bates ten racing the distance for the Dutchand from there quarterback Jim men's fourth touchdown. Al Drivas
Plunkett hit right end Billy Donnelly converted and the game ended two
We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students
plays later.
in the end zone for the score.

GLEftWOOD
BAKERY

DRY CLEANSING

L & A BOWLING

R. W. CLARK CO.
DRUGS

10

CHEMICALS

ALLEYS
BIOLOGICALS

CANDLE PINS
SNACK BAR
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Tel. 2-0213

8 Ash St.

Main St. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031

INCORPORATED

*

♦ Registered Pharmacists

SERVICE

CLEANSERS A FURRIERS

10 PARK STREET
Right Off Main Street
Dial 2-2551

Call and Delivery
Agent:
MURIEL PLAYS

You've Tried the Rest,
Now Try the Bestl

Smokers Paradise
58 Brands of Cigarettes

Courtesy

Pleases
Particular
Patrons

Quality

Service

SAM'S
Original Italian Sandwich
268 Main St

Tel. 2-9145

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

53 Brands of Pipe Tobacco
82 Brands of Cigars
PIPES GALORE

Bill Davis Smoke Shop
28 Ash St.

-

Lewiston

Tydol

Veedol

Heating Oils

Federal Tires

JIMMY'S
On Route 100

Dave
Harkins,
highly - ranked
among passers before the game in
the NCAA listing of small colleges,
completed 11 out of 25 attempts even
though five of his heaves were intercepted by the winners. Chumbook
posted a punting average of 40
yards, despite a poor 20-yarder.

BATES HOTEL
Where Everyone Goes

Auburn, Maine

BEST REST ROOMS IN NEW ENGLAND

Jimmy's Diner
For Fine Foods — On Route 100

Statistically speaking, Bates did
not fare so badly. Although Hofstra
piled up 16 first downs to the Cats'
ten, Hofstra outgained the Garnets
on the ground by 178 to 122 and
through the air only 125 to 114 yards.

- Auburn, Maine

WHERE ALL GREYHOUND BUSSES STOP

TWO FLOOR SHOWS
NIGHTLY
8:45 and 11:00
Dancing to the
Russ Gilman Trio
162 Middle St.

Tel. 4-6459
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EIGHT

WVBC Schedule
10:55 News
11:00 Sign Off

Monday:
9:00
9:05
9:15
9:30

News
Up Front
(Joe College) Thursday:
Top Vocalists (JimWeiner) 9:00 News
Ohatter Program
9:05 Up Front
(Joe College)
(Dick Ehrenfeld) 9:15 Disc
9:45 News Analysis
(Bridgeforth and Chokalin)
(Webber and Wyllie) 9:30 Latin American
10:00 Showtime
(Bobby Brown)
10:30 Club '52
(Harry Meline) 9:45 From Sept. On
10:55 News
(Pete Packard)
11:00 Sign Off
10:00 Al Pospisli (music)
(Jan Collier once a month)
Tuesday:
10:30 Your Gal
9:00 News
10:55 News
9:05 Sports
(Lougthlin)
11K10 Sign Off
9:15 Mix It Up (Pete Hutchinson)
Friday:
9:30 Double Cyn
(Eaves and Parsons) 9:00 News
9:45 Campus Chatter
9:05 Sports
(Craven)
(J»mie LeMhe) 9:15 Piano
(Dick Short)
10:00 Jazz
(Pete Kadetsky) 9:30 Old Time Favorites
(Once a month Smoky and
(Dorcas Turner)
Dave)
9:45 Disc
(Jack Eisner)
10:30 ??
(Judy Clark and Bob Damon)
10:55 News
10:00 Disc
(Nancy Root)
1.1:00 Sign Off
(Kyte, Meet the Teachers
once a month)
Wednesday:
10:30 Disc Request Show
9:00 News
10:55 News
(Schmutz)
905 Sports
11:00 Sign Off
9:15 Hillbilly Music (Davenport)
(Ann Sabo) Saturday:
9:30 Serial
10:00 Music
(to be arranged)
9:45 Barry Gray Meadoughs
(Ray Meadoughs) 12*0 Sign Off
10:00 Side by Side
(Rube) Sunday:
7:00 Symphony Hall
Bates Bobcats
(to be arranged)
10:30 Disc Jockey
(Bruce Chandler) 9:00 Sign Off

The Ivory Tower
(Continued from page five)
reconciliation seemed sure to help
more than it hurt.
McCarthy was the second and perhaps more touchy problem. Ike expressed a unity of purpose with the

"Wisconsin Windbag," but differed
loudly over method. Even this lefthanded compliment to the man they
hate seems to have offended some
purists, and a might have been expected, it shocked Adlai Stevenson,
but it did not quite seem to put Eisenhower in the same column as Jump-

Newly Inaugurated Frosh
Work Trip Big Success
Careers Day
(Continued from page three)
pressed approval of the plans, and
made some proposals of their own.
Mr. Hobbs said that the group
would go ahead with its plans subject to faculty and administrational
approval. The meeting ended with a
short discussion of the relationship
between the alumni and students.
ing Joe, and he probably did not lose
much by saying he disliked Communism.
The now famous "Nixon affair"
might have sidetracked the Eisenhower special, but Ike let Nixon pull
that one out of the fire, and then
turned his attention to getting his
face and his case before the American people.
Credit Balance
Up until this point Eisenhower
seems to have been mainly successful, and it is no secret that Democratic leaders are worried by the lead
he has built up. The change
in tactics that led to open attacks on Ike himself in place of
snide comments about his associates
seems to have been dictated by the
necessity of trying to remove Ike's
halo, or at last knock it slightly
askew.
Whether or not this "we hate Ike"
campaign can accomplish its purpose remains the great question of
the year. It usually takes more than
a month to destroy a twelve year
reputation as big as Ike's. If the
General can continue as strong as he
has appeared up until now, there is a
direct possibility that a pair of Republican slippers may once again appear under the number one bed in
the White House.

The newly inaugurated freshman
help-day last Saturday turned out to
be a huge success. The work of 155
students proved to be a great help in
alleviating the difficult situation at
the farm of Mr. Earl Rogers of
North Auburn.
Mr. Rogers had helped last year's
mayoralty campaign through the loan
of equipment. The family's difficulties could be listed as a coming eviction, the loss of hired help, and a baby
expected by Mrs. Rogers.
In consideration of their revised
freshman rules policy and of furthering community-college relations, the
Student Council decided that a work
trip would be in line with their constructive program to build class
spirit.
Groups of workers were taken to
Mr. Rogers' woodlot after their last
classes Saturday morning. The first
group, consisting of ten, left at 10:30,
while a second group left at 11:30,
and the remaining 90 fellows and 21
girls left after lunch.
Transport Fifteen Cords
They were immediately put to work
under the supervision of ten upperclassmen. Firewood was brought
down from the hillside and loaded on
trucks to be taken back to the farm.
Fifteen cords were transported and
should provide enough fuel for the
winter months.
In addition, 50 cords of pulp wood
were piled further in the woods and
will be ready to take to the mill next
spring. Other students helped on the
farm by pulling carrots and digging a
crop of potatoes, while another part
of the field was being harrowed.
Five fellows were employed about
the house washing windows and
porches, and moving furniture for

Baldpate Lures
OC Climbers
A seven mile mountain climb
over Baldpate Mountain will take
place on Sunday. Buses will leave
from Rand Hall at 8:30 and proceed to Andover, Maine. 60 miles
north of Lewiston.
A part of the Appalachian Trail,
the route will go entirely over the
mountain. Students will meet the
buses at the foot of the trail.
The Outing Club, sponsors of
the event, will supply the lunches
but dinners must be bought along
the way.
In all probability this will be the
last mountain climb of the semester, due to cold and snow.
For further information concerning this and other Outing
Club events, students may consult Eleanor Feinsot (Wilson) or
Arthur LeBlanc (Smith North).
the 21 girls who were giving the
house a thorough fall house-cleaning.
Floors were washed and waxed,
woodwork washed, and clean curtains
hung.
"Tremendous Help"
"It was a tremendous help with
every student working hard; they
accomplished what would have taken
me at least three weeks," were Mr.
Rogers' words of thanks.
The response of those who participated could best be summed up in
one freshman's comment, "I sure was
tired, but it was a satisfying experience in knowing you were helping
some needy people. I can't think of a
better way to be initiated into the
freshman class."
Stu-C, the Outing Club, and the
CA each donated $5 apiece, which
bought 12 quarts of cider, two bushels of apples', and 15 gallons of milk
for the workers.

feCMHS
■for 30 days

fir Mildness and Ravor
CAMELS are America's most popular cigarette. To find out why,
test them as your steady smoke.
Smoke only Camels for thirty days.
See how rich and flavorful they aie
— pack after pack! See how mild
CAMELS are — week after week!

CAMEL leads all other brands
by billions of cigarettes per year!
B 1. lUynbldi Tob^co Co.. Wlaiton-StlM. N. C
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